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SUMMARY
We present an analysis of the megaparsec scale environments of a sample of ultraluminous
infrared galaxies (ULIRGs) at redshift 1.7, using far-infrared data from the Herschel Space Tele-
scope. We compare their environments to those of a sample of fainter sources in the far-infrared
which have comparable redshifts, in order to determine whether the environments of the ULIRGs
host a net overdensity of star formation in comparison to that of galaxies in the field.
An overdensity could indicate the presence of possible companions forming in the vicinity of
the ULIRGs, which may imply that these objects reside in protocluster environments. We search
for evidence for an excess of far-infrared flux on megaparsec scales around the ULIRGs compared
to the field, where the excess is modelled by a power law. This excess flux is then converted to a
star formation rate density in solar masses per year per cubic megaparsec.
The presence of excess infrared flux around these objects is detected, indicating that there is
an overdensity of star formation in their local environments which may be arising from obscured
objects in the vicinity.
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1Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 The Nature of Galaxies
1.1.1 Galaxy Classification
The realisation that some of the nebulae visible in the night sky are separate systems of stars
like our own Milky Way took place in the early 1920s. These galaxies were first arranged into
a widely accepted classification system by Hubble (1926) who organised galaxies based on their
morphologies. Galaxies are broadly classed into three main forms:
• spirals, which are disc-shaped objects with several arms extending from a central nucleus in
a spiral shape;
• ellipticals, which are broadly spheroidal in shape;
• irregulars, which have no definite shape.
These morphologies were described in the ‘tuning fork’ framework by Hubble (1936) in his work
The Realm of the Nebulae. This is shown in Figure 1.1.
In the Hubble tuning fork scheme, spiral galaxies are divided into two types: ordinary spirals,
and those in which the arms emerge from a bar-like central structure, known as barred spirals.
These are further subdivided based on the sizes of their nuclei and how tightly coiled the spiral
arms are. Elliptical galaxies are categorised according to how flattened or circular their ellipse
shapes are.
The Hubble classification scheme has since been modified by de Vaucouleurs (1959), van den
Bergh (1960) and Elmegreen and Elmegreen (1982), who have made additions to Hubble’s system.
Another classification scheme was devised by Morgan (1958), in which galaxies are classified
primarily based on the concentration of light in their centres.
2Figure 1.1: The Hubble ‘tuning fork’ diagram.
Classifying galaxies on the basis of their morphologies is useful because it can, to some extent,
distinguish physical differences between galaxy types. The goal of studying these types is to be
able to formulate an interpretation of how these objects evolve.
1.1.2 Galaxy Environments
The distribution of galaxies in space is not even, nor are these objects randomly distributed
throughout the Universe. The large-scale structure of space more closely resembles a sponge,
with filaments containing high densities of galaxies enclosing large regions which contain few or
no galaxies, known as voids. The regions containing galaxies are categorised into three main types
of environment: field, group and cluster.
Clusters The regions of space with the highest densities of galaxies are found where the fil-
aments intersect. These contain large numbers of galaxies which are gravitationally bound into
systems called galaxy clusters. These typically contain between fifty and a thousand galaxies, as
well as hot intergalactic gas and dark matter.
Groups If an aggregation of galaxies consists of less than fifty members, it is known as a group.
For example, the ‘Local Group’ contains our own galaxy, the Milky Way. These are the smallest
collections of galaxies and are typically about a megaparsec in diameter. The majority of local
galaxies are found in groups.
Superclusters On larger scales, galaxy clusters and groups are themselves gravitationally bound
into superclusters, which are some of the largest known structures in the Universe. Our Local
3Group is contained within the Virgo Supercluster.
Field If a galaxy is alone, not being gravitationally bound in a group or cluster, it is known as a
field galaxy.
Voids In between these large-scale structures are immense regions containing very few or no
galaxies. These vast empty voids are greater than 10 Mpc in diameter, but can be over 100 Mpc
across. Particularly sparse areas are known as supervoids.
Galaxies are surrounded by a nearly spherical halo of dark matter. The size of this region is known
as the virial radius, which is approximately the radius that contains an average density greater than
two hundred times the critical density. A typical estimate of the virial radius of a rich cluster is
approximately 1 Mpc (Saslaw, 1987). The separation between galaxy clusters is typically of the
order of 10 Mpc (Deza and Deza, 2012). These scales are therefore chosen to be the intrahalo and
interhalo sizes respectively in this study.
1.2 Morphology-Environment Connection
There is a relation between the type of galaxy and the environment in which it is found. In general,
elliptical galaxies are found preferentially in groups or clusters (Postman and Geller, 1984), and
most of the field population consist of disc/spiral galaxies. This poses the question of whether the
density of the environment affects the type of galaxies that form, as well as the possibility that
spirals merge to form ellipticals in dense environments.
1.2.1 Observed Dependence of Environment on Galaxy Assembly
Galaxy assembly initially took place in the higher density regions of the Universe. The first galax-
ies were formed fairly rapidly, in regions which had a slight overdensity in baryons. At lower
redshifts, as time progressed, galaxy assembly gradually shifted out of high density regions and
into the field. This occurs because once stars are made and a galaxy is assembled, the baryons
in that region of the Universe become effectively collisionless. If two galaxies were composed of
nothing but stars, and those two galaxies collide together, the individual stars would never collide.
1.2.2 Strong and Weak Encounters Between Stars
Stars do not individually interact with each other, for example our Sun does not interact with
Proxima Centauri at all. As a star moves through the galaxy, its individual encounters are of no
4significance. The implications of this are that once baryons are assembled into stars, they are no
longer able to collide with each other and so it is not possible to form new stars. Once stars are
formed in overdense environments early on, the amount of star formation begins to decrease. The
star formation rate per comoving volume element begins to decrease, and in relative terms, more
star formation begins to occur in the field.
At high redshift, star formation preferentially occurs in overdense regions, and when looking
from z = 10 to z = 0, galaxy assembly shifts from primarily occuring in overdense regions to
primarily happening in average density regions.
1.3 Infrared Astronomy
Astronomy is somewhat special amongst the sciences insofar as it is carried out using observations
rather than experiments. Apart from samples obtained from the Moon and nearby solar system,
our knowledge of the universe and all it contains has been obtained by collecting and analysing
the electromagnetic radiation emitted by objects within it.
From the Earth’s surface, however, it is not possible to observe all areas of the spectrum due to
some wavelengths being absorbed by the atmosphere. This includes the infrared region, running
from about 1 to 1000 µm. If we are to view the universe in all wavelengths, therefore, it is
necessary for us to send satellites above the atmosphere to view those areas of the spectrum which
cannot be observed from the ground. Figure 1.2 shows the atmospheric transmittance as a function
of wavelength of electromagnetic waves through the atmosphere.
The importance of infrared astronomy is manifold. It is very useful for studying dusty regions
of the universe, which are ubiquitous since many stars and galaxies are found in dusty environ-
ments. These dust grains absorbs the visible and ultraviolet light that has been emitted by nearby
stars and active galactic nuclei (AGN), and re-radiates it at infrared wavelengths. This enables the
observation of parts of the universe that are unable to be seen at visible wavelengths due to the
dust obscuration.
5Figure 1.2: Atmospheric transmittance as a function of wavelength of electromagnetic waves
through the Earth’s atmosphere.
Figure from https://www.eeb.ucla.edu/test/faculty/nezlin/SatellitesAndSensors.htm.
1.4 Infrared Observatories
The first survey of the entire sky in the infrared was carried out by the Infrared Astronomical
Satellite (IRAS), which operated from January to November 1983 (Neugebauer et al., 1984). It
discovered about 350,000 stars and galaxies using a 60 cm telescope, 75,000 of which are galaxies
which are very luminous in the infrared due to their high rates of star formation (‘Introduction to
IRAS’, retrieved from http://irsa.ipac.caltech.edu/IRASdocs/iras.html). It is these galaxies which
are investigated in this work, using data from the successors to IRAS, the Spitzer and Herschel
space telescopes, which are outlined below. These observatories have enabled data to be gathered
on this class of object whose main emission is at infrared wavelengths.
1.4.1 The Infrared Space Observatory
The Infrared Space Observatory (ISO) was launched by the European Space Agency (ESA) in
November 1995, into a geocentric orbit. With a 60 cm primary mirror and four instruments for
imaging and photometry, ISO gathered an extensive data set during the 28 months of its operation,
almost a year longer than originally planned. The mission was a great success, some of the science
highlights being the detection of planet formation around old stars, the discovery of large quantities
of cosmic dust in intergalactic space, and finding evidence for the presence of protoplanetary disks.
61.4.2 The Spitzer Space Telescope
Initially named the Space Infrared Telescope Facility, the Spitzer Space Telescope (Werner et al.,
2004), was launched in 2003 as the final mission of NASA’s Great Observatories Program. Spitzer
operated in its main mission, in which it was cryogenically cooled to a temperature of 5 K, until
its supply of liquid helium expired in 2009. After this time it began a ‘warm’ mission, in which it
continues to operate, using only its two shorter wavelength detectors of one instrument.
The spacecraft is comprised of the Cryogenic Telescope Assembly, which contains an 85 cm
primary mirror and the following three scientific instruments, all of which were used in the cryo-
genic mission:
• The Infrared Array Camera (IRAC, Fazio et al. 2004), a near-infrared imager which has four
detectors that operate at 3.6. 4.5, 5.8 and 8.0 µm;
• The Infrared Spectrograph (IRS, Houck et al. 2004), providing spectrometry at mid-infrared
wavelengths from 5 to 40 µm;
• The Multiband Imaging Photometer (MIPS, Rieke et al. 2004), an array of three mid- to
far-infrared imaging detectors which operate at 24, 70 and 160 µm.
In this work, Spitzer data from the IRAC and MIPS cameras are utilised to study the environs
of the ULIRG samples in the near- and mid-infrared. This data is taken from the Spitzer Wide-
area Infra Red Extragalactic survey (SWIRE, Lonsdale et al. 2003), which was one of the largest
programs undertaken by the Spitzer observatory during its first year, in which over two million
galaxies were imaged in six different survey fields over an area of fifty square degrees on the sky.
1.4.3 The Herschel Space Observatory
Launched on 14 May 2009 - the day before Spitzer’s helium supply was exhausted - the Herschel
Space Observatory (Pilbratt, G. L. et al. (2010), formerly the Far Infrared and Sub-millimetre
Telescope), is the largest space-based infrared telescope. Herschel was launched jointly with the
Planck satellite (a mission to map the cosmic microwave background) on an Ariane 5 launcher.
Herschel was sent into orbit around the second Lagrangian point (L2). This is a particularly
stable location, 1.5 million km away from the Earth, to which many spacecraft are sent. At L2
the gravitational forces are balanced with the orbital motion of the spacecraft, and telescopes sent
there do not orbit the Earth, avoiding the temperature variations that would be caused by motion
through the planet’s shadow.
The aims of the Herschel mission were to study how galaxies formed and evolved in the early
7Universe, as well as the formation and evolution of stars and how these interact with the interstellar
medium.
Operating between 60 to 670 µm, Herschel is sensitive to the coolest objects in the universe,
such as dusty star-forming galaxies. It is equipped with a 3.5 m primary mirror and, like Spitzer,
its science payload also consists of three instruments:
• The Heterodyne Instrument for the Far Infrared (HIFI, de Graauw et al. 2010), a spectro-
meter with very high resolution that can image in two wavebands simultaneously;
• The Photodetecting Array Camera and Spectrometer (PACS, Poglitsch et al. 2010), a me-
dium resolution grating spectrometer and imaging photometer;
• The Spectral and Photometric Imaging Receiver (SPIRE, Griffin et al. 2010), a lower resol-
ution spectrometer and imaging camera centred at 250, 350 and 500 µm.
The Herschel data used in this project is taken from the SPIRE instrument, primarily at 250 µm.
HIFI This spectrometer provided comprehensive coverage of the far-infrared and submillimeter
spectrum in six bands. These cover the two regions of frequencies from 480 to 1250 GHz, and from
1410 to1910 GHz. A heterodyne instrument is a type of spectrometer that uses a technique which
changes the frequency of the incoming photons to a lower frequency, resulting in an improvement
in resolution.
PACS This instrument is made of of two components. Its imaging camera has the ability to
observe in two bands simultaneously, covering the wavelength ranges 60-85 µm or 85-130 µm
and 130-210 µm. These ranges were chosen because the radiation emitted from interstellar dust
is redshifted into these wavelengths. The reflection grating spectrometer covers a similar range,
from 55 to 210 µm.
SPIRE Herschel’s SPIRE instrument consists of a three-band imaging photometer and a Four-
ier transform spectrometer. The latter is an instrument that uses a measurement technique by
which the coherence of a source is used to obtain a spectrum. The technique involves the use of a
Michelson interferometer, which is a moveable mirror which can be used to produce an interfer-
ence pattern that is the Fourier transform of the spectrum of the source.
8Figure 1.3: Optical spectra of the elliptical galaxy NGC 4648 (left) and the spiral galaxy NGC
1832 (right).
1.5 Spectral Energy Distributions
1.5.1 Optical Spectra
Here the features of the optical spectrum of a typical galaxy are considered. Figure 1.3 shows
the characteristic optical spectra of an elliptical and a spiral galaxy respectively, from Kennicutt
(1992).
The spectral energy distributions of elliptical galaxies are primarily characterised by strong
absorption lines. These are caused by metals present in the atmospheres of these stars, which in
elliptical galaxies are an old population. The lack of emission lines is due to the sparsity of young
stars and gas in these galaxies.
Spiral galaxy spectra are, in contrast, dominated by strong emission lines, caused by their gas
being heated by the young, hot stellar population. Some absorption features are also present from
older, cooler stars. Strong emission lines also feature in the spectra of irregular galaxies.
1.5.2 Infrared Spectra
Similarly, the spectral energy distributions of elliptical and spiral galaxies can be compared in the
infrared part of the spectrum. Figure 1.4 shows an template spectrum of each of these from the
SWIRE template library (Polletta et al., 2007).
1.5.3 Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons
Star-forming galaxies display strong emission features due to the presence of organic compounds
consisting of large molecules called polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs). The brighter PAH
9Figure 1.4: Infrared template spectrum of an E5 elliptical galaxy and an Sb spiral galaxy. From
Polletta et al., 2007.
spectral bands are found at 6.2, 7.7, 8.6, 11.3 and 12.7 µm. PAHs do not originate from the stars
themselves, but from a transition zone between the material that the star is ionising and the neutral
material of the general interstellar medium. This region is known as the photodissociation region,
and is where PAHs are thought to arise.
It is expected for PAHs to be very prominent in star-forming galaxies, because they arise
from photodissociation regions around newly-formed stars; in quiescent galaxies they are weaker.
Figure 1.5 shows the PAHs in a sample of galaxies from Smith (2007).
10
Figure 1.5: SEDs of a sample of galaxies from Smith et al (2007) showing the PAH features.
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1.6 Ultraluminous Infrared Galaxies
A population of galaxies showing unusually high infrared emission was first discovered in the
1970s using ground-based photometry (Rieke and Low, 1972). These objects were subsequently
detected in much larger numbers by the IRAS satellite in the 1980s (Soifer et al., 1984; Rowan-
Robinson et al., 1984). Such galaxies, having luminosities greater than 1011L are known as
luminous infrared galaxies (LIRGs). Those that are even brighter, with L > 1012L are called
ultraluminous infrared galaxies (ULIRGs), and the most extreme of these, with L > 1013L, are
the hyperluminous infrared galaxies (HLIRGs).
These objects are rare in the local universe, comprising only 3% of galaxies (Soifer et al.,
1987), but far more numerous at high redshift (Le Floc’h, E. et al., 2005); a plot from this paper
showing the variation with redshift of LIRGs, ULIRGs and low luminosity galaxies is shown in
Figure 1.6.The black points with the vertical and horizontal lines represent the integrated star
formation rate densities and their uncertainties. These have been estimated within various redshift
bins, and are taken from the literature. At z > 2, these objects comprise the majority of the
infrared background and account for most of the star formation activity (e.g. Blain et al. (2002).
For a detailed review see Sanders and Mirabel (1996) and Lonsdale (2006)).
Much has been learned about these galaxies from detailed studies in all areas of the spectrum,
including the nature of the power source fuelling the high infrared emission from ULIRGs. Far-
infrared emission can be produced by the processes of both star formation and AGN activity. In
ULIRGs, this emission is thought to consist of a mixture of starburst and AGN activity, with the
starburst dominating in the majority of cases. This consensus has been reached from a multi-
wavelength approach, with evidence from X-ray observations (Ptak et al., 2003; Franceschini
et al., 2003), optical spectroscopy (Kim et al., 1998), infrared photometry (Farrah et al., 2003),
infrared spectroscopy (Armus et al., 2007; Farrah et al., 2007), and radio observations (Condon,
1992).
X-ray observations are useful in discriminating between activity from starbursts and that of
AGN (Rieke, 1988). Evidence in the X-ray for ULIRGs having an AGN component has come
from the detection of their characteristic power law spectra at these wavelengths. Evidence for a
starburst-like component has come from optical spectroscopic surveys, which have detected the
spectral signatures of young massive stars. There are also diagnostic lines in the mid-infrared
region which can be used for characterising the power source of these objects.
The fraction of ULIRGs that are powered by AGN increases with luminosity: at L < 2 ×
1012L about 15% of ULIRGs are predominantly AGN powered, whereas at higher luminosities
the fraction of AGN dominated ones increases to about 50% (Lagache et al., 2005), but see also
12
Figure 1.6: Evolution of the comoving IR energy density up to z = 1 (green) and the respect-
ive contributions from low-luminosity galaxies (blue filled), IR-luminous sources (orange), and
ULIRGs (red). Figure from Le Floc’h et al (2005).
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Rigopoulou et al. (1996, 1998). These objects are therefore important in understanding the history
of star formation at z > 1.
1.7 The Role of Environment
ULIRGs are preferentially found in overdense environments at 0.7 < z < 1.0 when compared to
other galaxies at similar redshifts (Marcillac et al., 2008), with possible companions often being
observed in their vicinities. If it is the case that ULIRGs are the progenitors of local massive
elliptical galaxies, they would reside in overdense regions at high redshift (Blain et al., 2004).
This overdensity is in galaxies, but here we investigate whether it also holds for star formation rate
density. An opportunity then arises to gain an insight into massive galaxy assembly by studying
the environments of these objects. One approach to this is to ascertain whether the environments
of the ULIRGs - as well as the ULIRG itself - have a greater rate of star formation compared to
that of galaxies in the field. This could be achieved by studying intrahalo ULIRG environments
at high redshift, and comparing these environments to those of more quiescent galaxies at similar
redshifts.
Intrahalo environments are those on small scales, within a dark matter halo, on scales of about
∼1 h−1 Mpc, the size of a typical halo. Interhalo environments are on larger scales of ∼10 h−1
Mpc. In this work we are investigating local environments, so those corresponding to a region
of about 1 Mpc radius around the central source. This is in order to determine whether there
are obscured sources associated with the ULIRG that reside within its halo. This is done by
undertaking a search on these scales for overdensities of sub-mm flux around two samples of
high-redshift ULIRGs. A detection of such an excess may indicate the formation of their cluster
companions. Indications that this may be the case have arisen from models for enhanced star
formation rate densities in overdense regions at high redshift, e.g. Hopkins et al. (2010).
The data and sample selection is described in Chapter 2, and the methodology is explained
in Chapter 3. Results are presented in Chapter 4. Finally, a discussion and summary of the main
conclusions is given in Chapter 5 on page 40. Throughout this thesis we assume a flat cosmology
of Λ = 0.7, Ω0 = 0.3 and H0 = 70 km s−1Mpc−1.
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Chapter 2
Data
2.1 Data Sources
In this chapter, the sources of data used in this work are described, along with the survey from
which they were obtained and the source selection criteria which has been applied.
2.1.1 The Herschel Multi-tiered Extragalactic Survey
Herschel’s largest science project is the Herschel Multi-tiered Extragalactic Survey (HerMES,
Oliver et al. (2012)), whose primary aim is to study the evolution of galaxies in the distant universe.
As Herschel has the ability to see light being reprocessed by the obscuring dust, it is able to observe
the moments at which galaxies are undergoing their most intense phases of star formation.
The survey includes Herschel SPIRE sky maps and object catalogues, containing over 100,000
sources. The sky is surveyed using a hierarchical structure, with seven tiers ranging from small
areas with deep observations of clusters, to larger areas with shallower coverage covering about
270 square degrees.
The justification for using this tiered approach in the HerMES survey is that the survey was
designed to fulfil a number of objectives. These include the determination of the total far-infrared
luminosity function, constraining models of star formation activity and the role of environment,
and the search for rare, exotic objects and lensed systems.
There are advantages to the design of the survey comprising a number of different tiers. It
enables observations which cover a range of different depths and areas. This means that a variety
of different sources can be observed. The wide, shallow tiers sample brighter objects, which have
high luminosities and are rare. The deep, narrow tiers sample the more common, lower luminosity
galaxies, which are faint and confused. Source confusion is an issue which affects Herschel,
particularly the SPIRE instrument. This is a noise factor which limits the sensitivity; below a
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certain level of fluctuations of the sky brightness, called the confusion limit, sources cannot be
individually detected.
This work uses data from the HerMES maps and catalogues for three fields: Lockman-SWIRE,
Chandra Deep Field South (CDFS), and the European Large-Area ISO Survey (ELAIS) N1.
2.2 Sample Selection
2.2.1 Initial Sample
The sources that were initially selected for study were the 31 ULIRGs observed in Farrah et al.
(2008) (not including the 32nd object that is not in the Lockman field). These galaxies are appro-
priate for this study since they have high rates of star formation and are all in a narrow redshift
range. The choice of these objects was based on a number of factors:
• The PAH features in their spectra indicate that their infrared emission is dominated by star-
bursts rather than AGN;
• They are at redshift 1.7, which lies within the epoch at which the peak of star forming
activity occurred;
• They have spectroscopic redshifts;
• They have high 24 µm luminosities, indicating significant star forming activity;
• Their spectra show the presence of an apparent broad emission feature at 1.6 µm.
Objects exhibiting the spectral feature mentioned in the latter point are known as ‘bump-
selected’ galaxies or ‘IRAC-peakers’, if the bump is redshifted into one of the four IRAC bands,
in which case they are numbered by which band it is redshifted into. The four IRAC bands are
3.6, 4.5, 5.8 and 8.0 µm. The 31 sources used here are bump-2 objects, meaning that they have a
higher flux in the second IRAC band, 4.5 µm, than in the other three: f3.6 < f4.5, f4.5 > f5.8 and
f4.5 > f8.0.
This bump feature is produced as a result of the minimum in the opacity of H- ions in the
atmospheres of late-type stars. Therefore if a galaxy spectrum shows this feature, it will harbour a
significant number of evolved stars. In addition, the presence of this bump signifies that the galaxy
cannot have a significant AGN continuum, since in the presence of this the bump feature would be
unobservable.
The data available for the initial bump-2 selection from Farrah et al. (2008) originated from
observations made with the Infrared Spectrograph (IRS) on Spitzer. Each target was centred in
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the slit and observed for eight cycles, each of 120 seconds duration. The data were subsequently
reduced and cleaned by processing through the pipeline reduction software of the Spitzer Science
Centre. This carried out the processes of dark current subraction, bad pixel removal and sky
subtraction.
The sources in this sample have spectroscopic redshift confirmation, because all of the these
objects have IRS spectra. The majority of these (all but three) have a reliable redshift that has been
obtained from this IRS spectra.
2.2.2 Extended Sample
The process used to expand the bump-2 selection to a broader Herschel sample is as follows. A
larger sample then gathered in order to garner a better understanding of their environments by
looking at a larger sample of objects. This was obtained by searching in other areas of the sky
as well as in the Lockman-SWIRE region. Two additional HerMES fields were chosen for the
search: CDFS and ELAIS N1. A total of 646 sources were found in Lockman-SWIRE, 490 in
ELAIS N1 and 486 in CDFS, giving a total of 1622 bump ULIRGs. A check was performed to
confirm that the number of sources found in each field was statistically consistent. The number
found per square degree in each field was determined to be consistent within the Poisson errors of
the mean number of sources per square degree.
A selection of actively starforming galaxies, with a substantial mass of evolved stars already
in place, can be obtained by combining the bump selection with a high infrared luminosity, and
selecting those objects with a bright 24 µm flux. A value of 350 µJy was chosen for the 24 µm
flux cut, as a high value of 24µm emission should correspond to objects with a high rate of star
formation. The comparison sample was chosen to have 24 µm fluxes of less than 350 µJy, the
opposite criteria to the initial sample, in order that none of the objects can appear in both. The
numbers of these sources found were 2825 in Lockman-SWIRE, 2328 in EN1 and 2436 in CDFS,
giving a total of 7589 bump sources which have a smaller 24 µm flux than in the initial sample.
This is summarised in Table 2.2.2.
Clearly from this table, there has been a marked increase in the number of sources from the
initial 31 which were the starting sample from Farrah et al. (2008). This has been expanded to find
all sources which satisfy the general selection criteria, and extended to a wider area of the sky,
which resulted in the large increase in sample size.
The data is thus split into two samples, each of which containing three subsamples from the
three different fields. The flux cut for the comparison sample will preferentially select bump
sources which are not undergoing a starburst phase. This is a result of the 24 µm bright objects
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Number of objects
CDFS EN1 LS
24 µm flux > 350 µJy 486 490 646
24 µm flux < 350 µJy 2436 2328 2825
Table 2.1: Number of samples of each type of object in each of the three fields.
featuring the rest frame 7.7 µm polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon lines in their spectra, which have
been redshifted to 24 µm. These are an indicator of star formation activity, so this approach should
therefore reveal any difference in environment between our original sample and objects which are
at the same redshift, and have the same stellar mass, but have less active star formation taking
place.
The only difference between the new extended sample and the original one is that the larger
sample has a lower cut on the 24µm flux, in order to expand the number of sources. The value
of the flux cut was chosen because at a flux of 350µJy, it can still be safely assumed that the
sources are star-forming, an that the object is a starburst galaxy. 350µJy at redshift 1.7 at 24µm
corresponds to a total infrared luminosity of over 1011L, and therefore it is has a high likelihood
of being a star-forming galaxy.
The reason for splitting the samples using this particular flux cut is that although 350µJy is
almost certainly still star-forming, given the luminosity that it corresponds to, objects with flux
densities much below 350µJy have a greater chance of not being star forming. Hence we (semi-
arbitrarily) choose 350µJy as a boundary. An alternative approach would be to say that fluxes of>
350µJy are star-forming but leave a gap between the samples and say that< 300 µJy, for example,
is not star-forming. This approach would also be valid, but as there was no indication that any
substantial difference would result between these approaches, the former was selected.
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Chapter 3
Methodology
3.1 Stacking
Postage stamp images of all of the sources were taken from the Herschel SPIRE maps at 250µm.
A 21 x 21 pixel region was cut out for each object, centred on its position. The SPIRE maps have
a pixel size of 6”, and the scale at z∼1.7 is ∼8.5 kpc/”, so this allows us sufficient area to sample
the environments of both types of sources out to a radius of approximately 1 Mpc. This region
size was chosen as being a typical size of a dark matter halo, and so should provide a sufficient
sample of the interhalo environments.
A two-dimensional stack was taken of a 1 Mpc radius around the objects by summing the
images in each of the three fields, in order to show the companion sources that are too faint to
detect in the individual images. None of these sources were found to be directly detected by
Herschel. Stacking the images gives the mean properties of the population. These stacks are
shown in Figure 3.1 for both the original sample and the 24µm faint sample, and a summary of
their mean properties are given in Table 3.1. The errors were found by calculating the mean error
in quadrature from the fluxes.
The stacking was performed using the library codes by Be´thermin, M. et al. (2010) and Ba-
vouzet (2009). This performs the stacking of a catalogue of sources by inputting the map image
and the coordinates of the sources to stack, then the mean of the stack is calculated. These two-
dimensional stacked images were then converted into a one-dimensional radial profile by plotting
flux against distance from the centre of the image. In this procedure the image and catalogue files
are read in, and the separation between each pixel and the source is calculated. The flux is summed
up in bins as a function of separation. There were several flux values for each separation, so the
mean flux at each radius value was calculated, and the errors on these values were found from the
standard deviation.
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Figure 3.1: Stacked 2D images of the bump ULIRG (top) and comparison sample (bottom) sources
in CDFS (left), EN1 (middle) and Lockman-SWIRE (right), at 250 µm. The image dimensions
are 2 × 2 arcmin2 and each image is 21 x 21 pixels. The pixel sizes are equal, but the noise levels
are different because these sources may lie where there is lower than average coverage on the map.
Mean 3.6µm Mean 4.5µm Mean 5.8µm Mean 8.0µm Mean 24µm
flux (µJy) flux (µJy) flux (µJy) flux (µJy) flux (mJy)
24µm flux CDFS 60.01 ± 3.60 70.39 ± 4.22 49.73 ± 2.98 54.34 ± 3.26 484.73 ± 29.1
> 350 µJy EN1 63.95 ± 3.84 73.76 ± 4.43 54.78 ± 3.29 56.41 ± 3.38 478.74 ± 28.72
LS 62.01 ± 3.72 73.95 ± 4.44 48.45 ± 2.91 56.98 ± 3.42 485.79 ± 2.91
24µm flux CDFS 42.66 ± 2.56 48.38 ± 2.90 38.39 ± 2.30 41.74 ± 2.50 135.08 ± 8.10
< 350 µJy EN1 44.63 ± 2.68 50.69 ± 3.04 40.89 ± 2.45 44.65 ± 2.68 136.85 ± 8.21
LS 50.85 ± 3.05 55.85 ± 3.35 44.19 ± 2.65 44.76 ± 2.69 117.77 ± 7.07
Table 3.1: Mean flux densities of the sources from both samples in the three different fields.
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3.2 Model Selection and Fitting
In order to test for the presence of obscured star formation from local objects, three model compon-
ents are fit to the radial profiles: the background flux, the flux of the mean source, and that of the
sources correlated with them. The model for the central source flux is obtained from the Herschel
point spread function (PSF, HERSCHEL-DOC-0798 (2011)), and the background is modelled as
a constant. The Herschel maps have a mean of zero so the background is expected to be close to
this value. If the observed data is d(r), the background b, correlated flux c and source flux f , then
it can be modelled as
d(r) = b+ f × PSF (r) + c× cor(r) (3.1)
which is a linear fit of the form z = A+Bx+ Cy , where x represents the PSF, y represents the
correlation function and z is the data; then A is the background and B is the flux. The correlation
function, wθ, is related to cor(r) via a convolution with the point spread function and a one-
dimensional projection.
The correlation function is modelled by a power law given bywθ = dγ , where d is the distance
to the centre of the image, and the power γ is a constant. This constant is varied in order to find
the uncertainty introduced by an unknown value. We begin by using an initial value of γ = -0.7,
as this has been found to be the best fit power law to the angular correlation function of galaxies
(Maller et al., 2005). This value was incremented in both the positive and negative directions
using intervals of 0.4, and the value of χ2red recorded. The results are shown in Table 3.2 and are
plotted in Figure 3.3, which show that there was little variation in this parameter, and so it was not
able to be constrained in the fitting process. We have therefore fixed γ at the initial value of -0.7
throughout.
Plots of the model point spread function and correlation function fit to the radial profiles of the
CDFS ULIRG stack are shown in Figure 3.2.
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Figure 3.2: Models of the point spread function and correlation function, fit to the CDFS ULIRG
data.
Figure 3.3: Variation of χ2red with the correlation function power γ. The dark and pale blue lines
represent the comparison sample for CDFS and LS respectively; there is a third line here for EN1
that is indistinguishable from that of LS as the values differ by only up to 0.005. The red line is
for the EN1 ULIRG sample; the green line represents the LS ULIRG sample; and the black line
shows the CDFS ULIRG sample. The latter is significantly higher than for the other fields, the
reason for which is not apparent.
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γ
χ2red
24µm flux > 350 µJy 24µm flux < 350 µJy
CDFS EN1 LS CDFS EN1 LS
+2.9 6.375 0.825 2.075 1.158 1.359 1.364
+2.5 6.371 0.823 2.074 1.158 1.359 1.364
+2.1 6.363 0.820 2.073 1.158 1.359 1.363
+1.7 6.356 0.816 2.073 1.159 1.359 1.362
+1.3 6.348 0.812 2.071 1.159 1.359 1.361
+0.9 6.340 0.808 2.070 1.160 1.360 1.360
+0.5 6.332 0.804 2.069 1.161 1.360 1.359
+0.1 6.325 0.801 2.068 1.161 1.360 1.358
-0.3 6.319 0.797 2.067 1.162 1.360 1.357
-0.7 6.312 0.793 2.066 1.163 1.360 1.356
-1.1 6.307 0.790 2.064 1.165 1.360 1.355
-1.5 6.301 0.786 2.063 1.166 1.359 1.354
-1.9 6.298 0.783 2.062 1.169 1.359 1.354
-2.3 6.300 0.779 2.060 1.173 1.359 1.354
-2.7 6.312 0.776 2.058 1.181 1.358 1.354
-3.1 6.346 0.775 2.056 1.193 1.357 1.354
-3.5 6.391 0.779 2.055 1.205 1.355 1.354
-3.9 6.470 0.788 2.054 1.224 1.354 1.355
-4.3 6.560 0.799 2.055 1.240 1.353 1.355
-4.7 6.626 0.809 2.056 1.252 1.352 1.356
-5.1 6.680 0.816 2.057 1.260 1.351 1.356
Table 3.2: The effect on χ2red at 250µm from varying γ, for the sources with 24 µm flux > 350
µJy (left) and those with 24 µm flux < 350 µJy (right), fitted with the three-component model.
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Chapter 4
Results
4.1 Comparison of Model Fits
The amplitudes of the three model components were then computed during the fitting process
using the IDL routine MPFIT. Four different models were calculated from these: the central source
only, the central source plus the background, the PSF plus the correlated component, and all three
components together. The values of background flux, source flux and correlated flux which were
produced from the fitting were averaged for the three different fields, and the standard deviation
calculated as an estimate of the uncertainties in these quantities.
In order to obtain an estimate of the accuracy of the model fits to the data, the value of χ2 for
these is calculated. Since the model fits contain different numbers of parameters, the reduced χ2
(χ2red) is then computed in order to provide a better comparison. This is calculated using χ
2
red =
χ2/ν, where ν is the number of degrees of freedom. Table 4.1 gives the χ2 and χ2red values for
both samples, and Table 4.1 shows the flux values for each component that was computed during
the each of the model fits.
Figures 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3 display the flux as a function of radius for the stacked images, in each
of the three fields, for both samples. The data points represent the flux density at different radii
from the central source. The error bars on the data points were obtained by finding the mean and
standard deviation of all the points with the same radius value. Figures 4.4, 4.5, 4.6, 4.7 and 4.8,
4.9, 4.10, 4.11 and 4.12 are repeats of the fitting shown in Figures 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3 for the other
three models using only two or one component.
The figures give a visual indication of how well the various models fit the fluxes obtained from
the stacked images. From this, the best fitting model can be selected, which can then be used to
quantify the amount of flux that is coming from the correlated sources.
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Objects Field Model χ2 χ2red
24µm flux > 350 µJy
CDFS
Source Flux + Background Flux + Correlated Flux 15.24 0.53
Source Flux + Background Flux 36.95 1.23
Source Flux + Correlated Flux 26.41 0.88
Source Flux 101.28 3.27
EN1
Source Flux + Background Flux + Correlated Flux 15.35 0.53
Source Flux + Background Flux 64.77 2.16
Source Flux + Correlated Flux 43.08 1.44
Source Flux 107.48 3.47
LS
Source Flux + Background Flux + Correlated Flux 16.84 0.58
Source Flux + Background Flux 26.46 0.88
Source Flux + Correlated Flux 19.61 0.65
Source Flux 64.20 2.07
24µm flux < 350 µJy
CDFS
Source Flux + Background Flux + Correlated Flux 7.64 0.26
Source Flux + Background Flux 69.30 2.31
Source Flux + Correlated Flux 94.00 3.13
Source Flux 126.39 4.08
EN1
Source Flux + Background Flux + Correlated Flux 3.06 0.11
Source Flux + Background Flux 23.72 0.79
Source Flux + Correlated Flux 9.70 0.32
Source Flux 104.84 3.38
LS
Source Flux + Background Flux + Correlated Flux 6.45 0.22
Source Flux + Background Flux 69.30 2.31
Source Flux + Correlated Flux 52.14 1.73
Source Flux 137.79 4.44
Table 4.1: χ2 and χ2red values (in Jy/beam) for the sources with 24 µm flux > 350 µJy (top) and
those with 24 µm flux < 350 µJy (bottom) from the fitting to the 250µm stacks for the one-, two-
and three-component models.
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Objects Field Model Source Flux Background Flux Correlated Flux
24µm flux > 350 µJy
CDFS
Source + Background + Correlated 0.02222 -0.00102 0.00406
Source + Background 0.02539 0.00038 -
Source + Correlated 0.00889 - -0.00040
Source Only 0.02620 - -
EN1
Source + Background + Correlated 0.02292 -0.00205 0.00700
Source+Background 0.02759 0.00061 -
Source+Correlated 0.02618 - 0.00191
Source Only 0.02833 - -
LS
Source + Background + Correlated 0.02416 -0.00054 0.00274
Source + Background 0.02641 0.00044 -
Source + Correlated 0.02528 - 0.00131
Source Only 0.02739 - -
µ
Source + Background + Correlated 0.02310 -0.00120 0.00460
Source + Background 0.02646 0.00048 -
Source + Correlated 0.02012 - 0.00094
Source Only 0.02731 - -
σ
Source + Background + Correlated 0.00098 0.00077 0.00218
Source + Background 0.00110 0.00012 -
Source + Correlated 0.00973 - 0.00120
Source Only 0.00107 - -
24µm flux < 350 µJy
CDFS
Source + Background + Correlated 0.00671 -0.00115 0.00255
Source + Background 0.00868 -0.00020 -
Source + Correlated 0.02441 - 0.00118
Source Only 0.00832 - -
EN1
Source + Background + Correlated 0.00669 -0.00051 0.00234
Source + Background 0.00837 0.00037 -
Source + Correlated 0.00759 - 0.00104
Source Only 0.00898 - -
LS
Source + Background + Correlated 0.00711 -0.00102 0.00333
Source + Background 0.00963 0.00025 -
Source + Correlated 0.00897 - 0.00078
Source Only 0.01004 - -
µ
Source + Background + Correlated 0.00684 -0.00089 0.00274
Source + Background 0.00889 0.00014 -
Source + Correlated 0.01366 - 0.00100
Source Only 0.00911 - -
σ
Source + Background + Correlated 0.00024 0.00034 0.00052
Source + Background 0.00066 0.00030 -
Source + Correlated 0.00934 - 0.00020
Source Only 0.00087 - -
Table 4.2: Source, background and correlated flux values (in Jy/beam) from the fitting to the
250µm stacks for the one-, two- and three-component models.
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Figure 4.1: 1D radial profiles of the stacked sources for the 24µm bright (top) and 24µm faint
(bottom) samples in CDFS. The data points are the flux densities at different radii from the stacked
250µm images. Error bars are calculated from the standard deviation of all points at the same radii.
A model containing the PSF of the central source only (red line) is fit to the data.
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Figure 4.2: 1D radial profiles of the stacked sources for the 24µm bright (top) and 24µm faint
(bottom) samples in EN1. The data points are the flux densities at different radii from the stacked
250µm images. Error bars are calculated from the standard deviation of all points at the same
radii. A model containing the PSF of the central source only (red line) is fit to the data.
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Figure 4.3: 1D radial profiles of the stacked sources for the 24µm bright (top) and 24µm faint
(bottom) samples in LS. The data points are the flux densities at different radii from the stacked
250µm images. Error bars are calculated from the standard deviation of all points at the same
radii. A model containing the PSF of the central source only (red line) is fit to the data.
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Figure 4.4: 1D radial profiles of the stacked sources for the 24µm bright (top) and 24µm faint
(bottom) samples in CDFS. The data points are the flux densities at different radii from the stacked
250µm images. Error bars are calculated from the standard deviation of all points at the same radii.
A model containing the PSF of the central source plus a constant background is fit to the data. The
red line represents the PSF; the green dotted line, the background; and the yellow dot-dashed line
shows the PSF plus the background.
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Figure 4.5: 1D radial profiles of the stacked sources for the 24µm bright (top) and 24µm faint
(bottom) samples in EN1. The data points are the flux densities at different radii from the stacked
250µm images. Error bars are calculated from the standard deviation of all points at the same radii.
A model containing the PSF of the central source plus a constant background is fit to the data. The
red line represents the PSF; the green dotted line, the background; and the yellow dot-dashed line
shows the PSF plus the background.
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Figure 4.6: 1D radial profiles of the stacked sources for the 24µm bright (top) and 24µm faint
(bottom) samples in LS. The data points are the flux densities at different radii from the stacked
250µm images. Error bars are calculated from the standard deviation of all points at the same radii.
A model containing the PSF of the central source plus a constant background is fit to the data. The
red line represents the PSF; the green dotted line, the background; and the yellow dot-dashed line
shows the PSF plus the background.
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Figure 4.7: 1D radial profiles of the stacked sources for the 24µm bright (top) and 24µm faint
(bottom) samples in CDFS. The data points are the flux densities at different radii from the stacked
250µm images. Error bars are calculated from the standard deviation of all points at the same radii.
A model containing the PSF of the central source, plus the correlation function, wθ, is fit to the
data. The red line represents the PSF; the dark blue dashed line, the correlated flux; and the light
blue dot-dashed line shows the PSF plus the correlated flux.
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Figure 4.8: 1D radial profiles of the stacked sources for the 24µm bright (top) and 24µm faint
(bottom) samples in EN1. The data points are the flux densities at different radii from the stacked
250µm images. Error bars are calculated from the standard deviation of all points at the same
radii. A model containing the PSF of the central source, plus the correlation function, wθ, is fit to
the data. The red line represents the PSF; the dark blue dashed line, the correlated flux; and the
light blue dot-dashed line shows the PSF plus the correlated flux.
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Figure 4.9: 1D radial profiles of the stacked sources for the 24µm bright (top) and 24µm faint
(bottom) samples in LS. The data points are the flux densities at different radii from the stacked
250µm images. Error bars are calculated from the standard deviation of all points at the same
radii. A model containing the PSF of the central source, plus the correlation function, wθ, is fit to
the data. The red line represents the PSF; the dark blue dashed line, the correlated flux; and the
light blue dot-dashed line shows the PSF plus the correlated flux.
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Figure 4.10: 1D radial profiles of the stacked sources for the 24µm bright (top) and 24µm faint
(bottom) samples in CDFS. The data points are the flux densities at different radii from the stacked
250µm images. Error bars are calculated from the standard deviation of all points at the same radii.
A three-component model containing the PSF of the central source, a correlation function, wθ, and
a constant background is fit to the data. The red line represents the PSF; the dark blue dashed line,
the correlated flux; and the green dotted line shows the background. The yellow dot-dashed line
represents the PSF plus the background; the light blue dot-dashed line, the PSF plus the correlated
flux; and all three components are given by the purple dashed line.
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Figure 4.11: 1D radial profiles of the stacked sources for the 24µm bright (top) and 24µm faint
(bottom) samples in EN1. The data points are the flux densities at different radii from the stacked
250µm images. Error bars are calculated from the standard deviation of all points at the same radii.
A three-component model containing the PSF of the central source, a correlation function, wθ, and
a constant background is fit to the data. The red line represents the PSF; the dark blue dashed line,
the correlated flux; and the green dotted line shows the background. The yellow dot-dashed line
represents the PSF plus the background; the light blue dot-dashed line, the PSF plus the correlated
flux; and all three components are given by the purple dashed line.
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Figure 4.12: 1D radial profiles of the stacked sources for the 24µm bright (top) and 24µm faint
(bottom) samples in LS. The data points are the flux densities at different radii from the stacked
250µm images. Error bars are calculated from the standard deviation of all points at the same radii.
A three-component model containing the PSF of the central source, a correlation function, wθ, and
a constant background is fit to the data. The red line represents the PSF; the dark blue dashed line,
the correlated flux; and the green dotted line shows the background. The yellow dot-dashed line
represents the PSF plus the background; the light blue dot-dashed line, the PSF plus the correlated
flux; and all three components are given by the purple dashed line.
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4.2 Star Formation in Correlated Sources
From the above, the models containing a correlated component are found to fit best to the data
from the stack. In order to quantify the flux density originating from the correlated sources, the
PSF model image was scaled and subtracted from the stacked image, to obtain the residual flux
density remaining. The sum of this was then taken to give the total flux density arising from these
objects. The units of this quantity are changed from the map units of Jy/beam to Jy by dividing
the integrated correlated flux by the integrated PSF flux, since the PSF at the centre of the image
has a value of unity. As a test of the accuracy of this result, these values are compared to those
obtained from integrating under the model correlation function curve, which should yield the total
flux from the correlated sources. The model chosen as being the best fit was that containing the
two components of the PSF and correlated flux, as the background was coming out as negative
from the fitting. The minimisation algorithm used was the Levenberg-Marquardt method. Using
the starburst models of Efstathiou et al (2000), the typical 250µm flux of a ULIRG at z 2 with a
24µm flux of 350µJy is 15 mJy +/-10 mJy. Thus, assuming that these starburst models accurately
represent star formation in high redshift ULIRGs, approximately 2% of the sample should be
directly detected.
In order to obtain luminosities, a template spectrum was then fit to the objects. The spectrum
used was that of M82 from the SPIRE template library (Polletta et al., 2007). We sum the area un-
der the spectrum between 8 and 1000 µm in order to obtain the total FIR correlated flux density F.
This is converted to a FIR luminosity, L, using the relation L = 4pid2F , where d is the luminosity
distance at z = 1.7. We extrapolate from far-infrared (FIR) luminosities to star formation rates
(SFRs) using the relation of Oliver et al. (2010) for infrared selected starburst galaxies:
SFR
Myr−1
=
LFIR/L
0.51× 1010 (4.1)
The flux densities, luminosities and star formation rates obtained using this method are shown in
Table 4.2. From the above, the star formation rate densities can be determined, which gives the
star formation rate per unit volume. This is a useful quantity for probing the cosmic star formation
history. To ascertain the star formation rate densities from the correlated sources, the volume of a
sphere is taken at the maximum radius at redshift 1.7, and the excess flux is divided by this, with
the assumption that this excess is all at the redshift of the objects. The volume of a sphere of radius
1 Mpc is
V =
4
3
pi(1Mpc)3 = 4.189Mpc3. (4.2)
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Chapter 5
Conclusions and Future Work
5.1 Conclusion
We have investigated bump ULIRGs in order to ascertain whether these objects have excess flux
in their environments, since members of this class of galaxy are likely to be hosted in overdense,
massive dark matter halos, in which a greater rate of star formation would be expected compared
to average density regions. Our main conclusions are summarised as follows:
1. Both the objects with 24µm flux > 350µJy and the comparison sample were best fit by a
model containing a component of correlated flux in addition to the point spread function of
the objects.
2. This evidence is stronger for the sample of objects which have a higher 24µm flux density
as the amount of this correlated flux was greater for these objects in all three fields.
3. There is therefore some evidence that companion objects are present in the local environ-
ments of these galaxies.
4. The excess flux corresponds to a star formation rate density that is of the order of
1Myr−1Mpc3.
Evidence such as this for a component of flux that is coming from correlated sources for both
samples would be expected if these objects reside in massive dark matter haloes. This could appear
to indicate that the observed excess of submm flux in their environments is arising from obscured
star formation from companion objects that are in a protocluster environment.
During the completion of this thesis, the Herschel Space Observatory came to the natural end
of its mission lifetime. On April 29th, 2013, its onboard helium reservoir was depleted, with the
subsequent rise in temperature of all the instruments rendering further observations impossible.
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The proposed next generation infrared space telescope, named the Space Infra-Red Telescope for
Cosmology and Astrophysics (SPICA, Nakagawa (2004)), is currently planned for launch in 2025,
to continue our exploration into the infrared universe.
5.2 Future Work
5.2.1 Extension to all SPIRE bands and production of a stacked SED
A next step to this project would be to complete the current analysis by applying the same method
using data at the other two SPIRE wavelengths, 350 and 500 µm. This would enable a comparison
with the results at 250 µm, in order to check whether the ratio of the fluxes are consistent. A stack
of the Spitzer bands along with those at 350 and 500 µm would make it possible to fit models for
star formation across these wavelengths.
5.2.2 Analysis at 24 microns
A similar technique could be applied to analyse the environments of these sources at 24 µm using
data from Spitzer. This would expand our knowledge of these objects because the 24 µm data is a
tracer of star formation. At this redshift, features from PAHs are redshifted into the MIPS bands,
and detection of these would indicate the presence of massive stars.
5.2.3 Search for bump-2 sources and their directly detected companions
A similar search could also be conducted in the Herschel and Spitzer images to look for directly de-
tected companions to these sources, and a similar analysis of their properties could be performed.
This could show whether any of the detected companions dominate the stacked radial profiles. If
bump-2 sources signpost overdensities, then we would expect to see companions. Herschel and
deep K-band observations may show these companions already in the process of forming, and
could give an indication of how fast they are forming stars, providing another source of evidence
that they are in overdense regions.
5.2.4 Follow-up observations
Follow-up observations could be conducted on these sources using ground-based facilities such
as the James Clerk Maxwell telescope (JCMT), the Atacama Large Millimetre Array (ALMA),
and the Plateau de Bure interferometer (PdBI), as well as with optical and near-IR telescopes. In
particular, the PdBI could be used to carry out carbon monoxide (CO) interferometry, as CO is an
inevitable byproduct of star formation during the carbon-nitrogen-oxygen cycle of fusion in stellar
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cores. CO lines could then be searched for as independent traces of star formation. By looking at
multiple lines and estimating the amount of CO remaining, a determination could be made of the
total mass of CO and how long the star formation will last for. This also could be carried out using
ALMA, which has better resolution, but its view is limited, whereas the PdBI is able to view any
part of the sky. ALMA could be useful in providing very high-resolution imaging at 850 µm, as
this allows multiple tests and checks of whether all of the Herschel flux is originating from bump-2
sources.
5.2.5 Other objects
A further extension of this work could then perform a similar analysis on other classes of objects
which are expected to reside in overdense regions, such as quasars and radio galaxies, in an attempt
to quantify the star formation occurring in a range of halo masses and redshifts.
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Appendix A
Source Lists
On this page and the next, the positions, IRAC fluxes and MIPS-24 fluxes of the first hundred
ULIRGs in the Lockman-SWIRE field are listed in Table A. This sample is tabulated here in order
to provide an illustration of the properties of the galaxies chosen. The complete listing will be
made available online.
Values which show as -9.9 means that there is not a flux estimate at that wavelength, either
because the sky area was not observed (or was masked) or because the sky area was observed but
the source not detected. As we are restricted to areas covered by all of the four IRAC channels and
MIPS-24µm, then a value of -9.9 will indicate that the source is below the flux limit in the given
band, which can be estimated on the basis of where the source counts start to fall off.
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RA Dec r-band 3.6µm flux 4.5µm flux 5.8µm flux 8.0µm flux 24µm flux
magnitude density (µJy) density (µJy) density (µJy) density (µJy) density (mJy)
158.015305 58.131069 -9.900000 54.220001 56.099998 -9.900000 55.360001 456.959991
158.021439 57.804909 -9.900000 68.220001 86.529999 73.580002 75.269997 698.729980
158.380432 58.328876 22.433201 141.100006 144.789993 135.880005 113.290001 500.320007
158.389145 57.853779 -9.900000 52.959999 54.040001 46.570000 -9.900000 465.779999
158.393433 58.261398 -9.900000 37.340000 51.450001 -9.900000 -9.900000 749.330017
158.438095 57.942619 24.259001 52.630001 58.230000 39.310001 52.590000 489.690002
158.453751 57.742649 23.562000 55.750000 62.180000 56.169998 57.779999 441.019989
158.460785 58.237377 -9.900000 58.049999 65.330002 -9.900000 -9.900000 468.070007
158.475662 58.474537 -9.900000 33.470001 43.250000 -9.900000 -9.900000 385.709991
158.491974 58.062897 -9.900000 82.129997 85.300003 58.520000 76.860001 527.369995
158.495010 57.660000 22.791901 71.599998 79.959999 58.540001 76.669998 521.690002
158.619568 58.636806 -9.900000 55.500000 60.049999 52.599998 -9.900000 543.309998
158.647079 58.523350 -9.900000 75.870003 84.699997 54.060001 69.160004 445.369995
158.647614 58.147469 -9.900000 34.419998 43.330002 37.180000 -9.900000 350.450012
158.778320 58.698540 -9.900000 52.020000 68.050003 63.720001 -9.900000 450.079987
158.825455 57.844349 23.787001 92.980003 119.870003 99.449997 74.949997 450.679993
158.839218 58.664330 23.582001 44.869999 52.189999 -9.900000 -9.900000 489.809998
158.842651 58.658417 23.643999 73.290001 73.930000 62.470001 60.669998 438.850006
158.865967 57.801189 -9.900000 31.799999 44.310001 41.259998 -9.900000 401.049988
158.870056 58.303570 24.170000 56.220001 58.520000 48.610001 -9.900000 450.559998
158.899551 57.605698 24.006001 43.340000 49.310001 42.570000 -9.900000 398.630005
158.928024 58.188869 -9.900000 74.540001 89.650002 -9.900000 -9.900000 447.179993
158.949478 57.496029 -9.900000 39.720001 48.820000 48.259998 -9.900000 548.020020
158.989395 58.394867 23.631001 102.510002 109.440002 87.160004 79.279999 640.760010
159.004745 58.757847 23.540001 44.209999 50.430000 38.689999 47.910000 470.130005
159.025864 57.922577 23.443001 34.419998 44.599998 32.000000 -9.900000 376.170013
159.032974 57.392807 24.268999 76.910004 85.459999 67.610001 73.940002 363.730011
159.043945 58.710327 22.739000 110.150002 120.559998 84.379997 77.570000 461.790009
159.046356 57.380039 23.775999 40.580002 51.660000 -9.900000 -9.900000 511.670013
159.062408 57.918240 23.143000 80.769997 100.070000 78.379997 53.939999 512.390015
159.077927 58.767109 23.716999 39.080002 52.689999 51.619999 41.810001 743.409973
159.088913 59.109627 -9.900000 49.869999 50.000000 -9.900000 -9.900000 373.880005
159.102432 57.540787 23.596001 42.779999 50.150002 -9.900000 -9.900000 413.970001
159.104752 57.997219 23.320000 32.820000 43.540001 36.919998 -9.900000 426.890015
159.118317 58.001717 23.615999 41.869999 51.700001 42.590000 -9.900000 377.260010
159.137939 59.193520 -9.900000 41.330002 51.130001 -9.900000 -9.900000 442.589996
159.142014 57.902180 -9.900000 35.889999 46.439999 45.090000 -9.900000 425.809998
159.151688 59.224979 -9.900000 36.610001 52.669998 37.709999 -9.900000 425.809998
159.159714 58.198418 23.605000 83.160004 84.029999 59.910000 66.699997 466.989990
159.178894 57.991859 24.129999 54.000000 62.560001 61.759998 51.380001 367.119995
159.195511 59.245560 -9.900000 37.360001 49.509998 -9.900000 40.500000 479.540009
159.199585 57.919617 -9.900000 33.590000 43.700001 -9.900000 -9.900000 450.799988
159.220047 58.312057 -9.900000 40.290001 47.270000 41.669998 -9.900000 676.390015
159.240494 58.687576 -9.900000 39.080002 50.119999 38.180000 -9.900000 611.169983
159.255768 59.139389 -9.900000 48.799999 59.830002 48.320000 -9.900000 407.209991
159.267197 59.265610 -9.900000 46.619999 53.549999 53.020000 -9.900000 355.279999
159.268234 57.933697 23.263000 43.349998 51.400002 44.220001 39.029999 433.529999
159.287354 59.217190 -9.900000 63.750000 76.930000 71.459999 51.880001 457.929993
159.291061 58.093777 22.677000 70.239998 78.610001 64.410004 54.180000 510.820007
159.291672 59.266468 -9.900000 43.480000 54.880001 52.849998 49.060001 384.989990
159.332275 59.006428 -9.900000 47.520000 56.669998 45.860001 -9.900000 629.890015
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RA Dec r-band 3.6µm flux 4.5µm flux 5.8µm flux 8.0µm flux 24µm flux
magnitude density (µJy) density (µJy) density (µJy) density (µJy) density (mJy)
159.354492 57.963577 -9.900000 34.660000 49.209999 -9.900000 49.000000 845.330017
159.368057 58.643669 -9.900000 44.490002 61.919998 60.799999 58.650002 581.469971
159.386108 57.810650 23.306000 62.689999 63.779999 38.099998 56.910000 367.839996
159.404785 57.817539 24.427000 85.680000 86.730003 48.110001 72.129997 412.880005
159.421707 58.541039 -9.900000 50.750000 68.739998 64.870003 37.820000 463.119995
159.427078 57.495209 22.120199 35.349998 44.730000 -9.900000 -9.900000 495.000000
159.439224 58.059368 -9.900000 40.220001 45.970001 34.099998 -9.900000 491.619995
159.444458 57.897499 23.263000 35.630001 45.259998 -9.900000 -9.900000 756.450012
159.479431 57.996326 -9.900000 59.400002 64.910004 43.480000 46.279999 438.119995
159.495758 59.326847 -9.900000 37.619999 48.750000 -9.900000 -9.900000 610.929993
159.533905 58.288269 -9.900000 44.200001 55.279999 54.060001 45.340000 511.670013
159.541443 57.564507 23.823000 68.970001 80.150002 44.810001 45.959999 485.700012
159.553665 58.349289 23.688999 44.099998 50.750000 34.090000 43.820000 404.670013
159.577805 58.238918 -9.900000 59.770000 72.059998 -9.900000 -9.900000 664.909973
159.606522 58.886238 -9.900000 53.070000 53.930000 45.930000 -9.900000 499.950012
159.621017 57.926968 22.096001 72.620003 84.910004 56.230000 -9.900000 526.159973
159.627655 59.171619 -9.900000 72.900002 82.540001 61.650002 54.299999 357.820007
159.663208 58.986649 -9.900000 85.760002 99.550003 92.949997 77.129997 436.190002
159.683121 58.939850 23.521000 67.849998 82.239998 74.940002 -9.900000 632.309998
159.692505 58.231979 -9.900000 42.580002 50.740002 34.689999 -9.900000 366.630005
159.694702 58.756268 -9.900000 43.080002 46.950001 -9.900000 -9.900000 355.399994
159.727173 58.204659 -9.900000 55.790001 69.019997 60.570000 -9.900000 352.140015
159.758224 58.428497 23.618999 86.949997 93.089996 60.950001 56.380001 431.000000
159.767365 57.917427 24.382999 51.889999 60.500000 57.790001 38.380001 369.649994
159.769424 58.531498 -9.900000 39.480000 43.090000 37.669998 -9.900000 421.940002
159.785889 58.562828 -9.900000 43.090000 52.720001 -9.900000 -9.900000 402.739990
159.792343 58.348976 -9.900000 37.389999 44.740002 37.410000 -9.900000 457.079987
159.806793 58.243919 22.686001 43.410000 53.500000 47.240002 -9.900000 437.760010
159.823441 59.241940 -9.900000 34.049999 43.480000 41.830002 -9.900000 679.650024
159.832993 57.659599 22.910000 81.889999 83.610001 -9.900000 69.059998 779.520020
159.849884 57.020416 -9.900000 35.419998 44.360001 -9.900000 -9.900000 359.869995
159.863235 57.648930 -9.900000 47.340000 59.369999 -9.900000 52.730000 738.940002
159.871506 59.205349 23.252001 46.099998 50.900002 48.889999 -9.900000 602.840027
159.883560 58.426247 23.466999 34.680000 43.270000 -9.900000 -9.900000 509.489990
159.938766 58.076778 -9.900000 45.160000 51.750000 40.529999 -9.900000 355.040009
159.944977 59.287457 -9.900000 43.380001 49.740002 34.070000 37.580002 380.519989
159.955811 58.943890 22.781000 54.110001 55.130001 -9.900000 49.990002 442.230011
159.961121 59.698708 -9.900000 39.320000 51.320000 -9.900000 -9.900000 432.690002
159.967285 57.662060 -9.900000 32.849998 43.270000 -9.900000 36.599998 465.290009
159.972382 57.021267 22.068300 38.259998 44.590000 -9.900000 -9.900000 366.269989
159.979736 58.494370 -9.900000 45.020000 53.220001 33.230000 -9.900000 432.929993
160.011337 59.542728 -9.900000 52.040001 52.220001 46.180000 -9.900000 495.000000
160.019485 56.948460 23.313999 37.310001 45.580002 -9.900000 -9.900000 880.840027
160.024323 58.520996 23.101299 49.380001 50.669998 42.389999 -9.900000 390.660004
160.026611 58.776150 -9.900000 43.939999 51.950001 41.660000 39.540001 751.500000
160.029083 57.330589 23.486000 52.169998 64.010002 -9.900000 -9.900000 409.019989
160.048248 58.095287 -9.900000 63.549999 76.730003 64.839996 -9.900000 750.900024
160.052368 58.566437 23.077999 76.690002 78.089996 52.790001 -9.900000 453.100006
160.075974 57.722630 -9.900000 41.209999 49.820000 -9.900000 -9.900000 545.960022
Table A.1: Positions, IRAC flux densities and MIPS 24µm flux densities for the first hundred
ULIRGs in the Lockman-IRAC field sample.
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Appendix B
Source Images
A selection of postage stamp images of the ULIRGs are presented on the following pages as
examples of the objects sampled in this study. These are shown for the first hundred sources from
the Lockman-SWIRE field in Figure B, and each object is shown at five different wavelengths in
the near- and mid-infrared. The full set of images will be made available online. From left to right
the object is shown in the four IRAC bands of 3.6µm, 4.5µm, 5.8µm and 8.0µm, followed by the
MIPS 24µm image.
The size of these postage stamps are 21 x 21 pixels, and the pixel size at 250µm is 6”/pixel, so
the images are 21 × 6 = 126” across. The angular scale at redshift 1.7 is 8.555 kpc/”, hence this
angular size corresponds to a distance of 8.555 × 126 = 1078 kpc. The stamps therefore illustrate
a ∼ 1 Mpc region around the objects of interest.
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Figure B.1: Postage stamp images at IRAC and 24 µm wavelengths for the first hundred ULIRGs
in the Lockman-IRAC field sample.
